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Customer Reviews
For those wanting to know this is the right edition cover for what I ordered. So the problem of previous reviewers has been corrected. Old book, missing several of the newer units to the Empire (no steamtank). I only wanted it for graphic reference for paint schemes and a chunk of Empire lore on the cheap. Exactly what I was looking for.

Now that GW has made all of WFB obsolete it is only those who love the world or who still play an older edition of WHFB or WFRP who will enjoy the details of the Old World and the artwork of this grim and perilous world. Watching GW circle the toilet is the worst for people who have watched Warhammer rise in the 80s and have resonated with its gritty and dangerous feel. Won't be long now til they are out of business.

The picture may seem the most current edition of the Empire Army Book, but it is in fact the PREVIOUS edition. Don't let the picture fool you. THE BOOK IS OBSOLETE!

I received the wrong edition of the book. But, the seller refunded me with no trouble.
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